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July 2012

DUNNE’S DOODLES

Find out what our 
Chairman has been up to 
this month.

BIKE SAFE WEEKEND

Jay Sally (and Daughter) 
mans the ELAM stand at 
the Hackney Council 
sponsored Bikesafe 
weekend.

SMIDSY STATS

Sixty-nine per cent of 
motorcyclists were cut-up 
by another road user who 
didn’t look properly, in the 
last six months, 
according to the IAM’s 
latest poll.PR
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“Hello fellow ELAMites.  In 
this edition the chairman 
reminds us why we took our 
advanced test... to have fun 
apparently!   

“And now that summer is 

here I hope everyone has 

been out having plenty of it.  I 

know I did when I led my first social 

ride back in April.  You can read about that later.  We’ve 

also had the evening social ride led by Mike Stewardson, 

the longest day ride led by Kevin O’Dowd and many 

rides led by the prolific Nigel Servini.  We always 

appreciate new members  leading rides, and I for one am 

looking forward to our newly qualified Social Secretary 

leading his first ride.  Congratulations Paul Brown on 

passing your test, very well deserved.

“We’ve also had test passes by at least 3 other 

members,  so well done to you all.  If I have inadvertently 

missed anybody in the list then please let me know.

Folembray is just around the corner and I believe there 

are still places available.  I first went 3 years ago, before 

I had even started doing my course.  I loved every 

minute of it, and would encourage anybody still 

undecided to get off the fence and come and join us.  

You won’t regret it.

“On a similar note, during May a few fellow members 

and I went up to Cadwell Park for a Hopp Rider training 

day.  This is  very similar to Folembray because I believe 

ELAM copied the format from them.   You could say it’s 

Folembray up North. 

“The weather wasn’t great on the ride up there, I  think 

we had most types of precipitation along the way, but 

luckily for us  the actual day on the track was  glorious! 

And what a track.  

“The morning sessions  had us following our instructors 

round and learning and practising “Look, Lean and Roll”.  

Look where you want to go, to the limit point of the 

corner.  Lean the bike by moving your upper body and 

head off to the side, it feels  like you are trying to head-

butt the mirror!  Roll the throttle on and off to control 

your speed and stabilise the bike in the corner.  This 

really is the best way to practice these things in a safe 

environment, with expert coaching on a track where you 

can practise, practise, practise.  Sound good? See you 

at Folembray then.

“Also in this  edition we have two ELAMites  introducing 

themselves  and one with a special plea to sponsor him 

for a very worthy cause.  Andy Cressey and his partner 

are doing the National Road Rally sunrise ride, starting 

at 4am and riding till 10am.  In fact they were doing it on 

the 1st July, and you can read all about it in the next 

edition... But only if you go and pledge some money!!

It’s still not too late 

http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/AndyCressy

“In the IAM section there are some stats on SMIDYs 

which makes  sober reading.  So, have fun, but also be 

careful out there.

“See you soon.”

Charlie Osborne

EDITOR’S WELCOME

http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/AndyCressy
http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/AndyCressy
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“Greetings to one and 
all.   As I write this, 
the thermometer is 
above 20C and the 
l o n g e s t d a y h a s 
passed, so we are 
officially in Summer..

“How fortunate we are 

living in the South East, 

the rest of the British 

Isles are having to 

deal with the deluge and flooding that 

follows.  

“At least the hosepipe ban has been 

revoked and we can all clean our bikes 

without feeling guilty (unless you are 

the Ed, then you get someone else to 

do it!).

“Now that Summer is here, I decided to 

purchase an open face lid, it's been years 

since I've worn one and the peripheral vision is 

amazing.   It's  light and very comfortable on the daily 

commute into London, the heat can be a real problem in 

traffic, so for me it is worth the trade off in not wearing a 

full face. I shan't be growing a beard though or even 

contemplating a Harley!

“Reading though the current edition of Bike magazine, 

they've themed it the fun edition.  Most of us ride bikes 

because at some stage we were taken by the thrills  and 

fun to be had.  Now that we have taken the step into the 

world of advanced riding we have increased our fun 

factor by becoming a safer rider, the system gives us  a 

plan, we develop our mental and riding skills, we 

practise on the road and learn to relax and enjoy our 

motorcycling.  Couple this with our social events, ride 

outs and riding skills day, there can be now doubt that 

ELAMItes are having plenty of fun.   Look out for the The 

Chairman's ride on Saturday 21st July, fun guaranteed or 

your money back!

“I wrote last month about the faceless  bureaucrats 

pushing through type approval legislation in the 

European Parliament. There has been some 

progress by the campaign to defeat the 

leg is la t ion , the Commiss ion has 

announced that bikes above 47 bhp 

would be exempt from any new 

legislation, however manufacturers  will 

be obliged to make bikes difficult to 

modify.

“They are unable to produce any evidence 

that modifying bikes  is  a safety or 

environmental problem. The fight goes  on, more 

details on the MAG and BMF websites.

“So one month or so to go before me and the Tiger head 

for Dover and our annual trip to Folembray. Can't wait, 

looking forward to seeing new and old faces and a plate 

of moules et frites. 

“Ride Safe”

- Brian Dunne

“Now that we 

have taken the step 

into the world of 

Advanced riding we 

have increased our 

fun...”

VIEW FROM THE CHAIR
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Paul Brown

NEW MEMBERS

NEW ASSOCIATES

Ian Crawford

If new associates (or anyone in ELAM) would like to tell us more about themselves them 
contact me at:

progression@elam.org.uk

Satinder Grewal

Vaitamuthu KaturnaakatanChristopher Dalglish

Duncan Storr

1) Current Bike(s)?
2) Years riding?
3) Why did you join ELAM?
4) What’s your job?
5) Best thing about your job?
6) If money was no option what bike would you have 

or bike related thing would you do?

Here’s the questions we ask our new associates...

Jan Coetzee

Adam BaylissBrett Edwards Cheryl Hudson
1) ZX6r r9a
2) 7 Years
3) Never stop learning and would like to 

continue living.
4) National Health & Safety Manager 

(someone has to!)
5) Travel all over the country 

(unfortunately not on the bike)
6) What I have

1) Suzuki sv650
2) About 8 years with gaps
3) Social riding, I know NO bikers AT ALL  and to 

gain more skill and confidence on the road
4) Primary school teacher (don't hold it against me)
5) Big big laughs every day, creativity, long hols, 

weird and wonderful kids, teaching per se, 
constantly learning, getting paid for being 
bossy, best job EVER!

6) If you can't...love the one you're with. Would 
love to travel through Italy with a big group of 
bikers.

mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
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Machine Skills on a Circuit
Nestling in North West France, about 90 minutes ride 

(by Péage) is the delightful Circuit du Folembray.

If you are new to ELAM, have never experienced a track 

day and have always  been put off by the prospect then 

this  event is  for you.  Folembray has fast become the 

highlight of the year, and has even featured in Riders 

Digest.  

What: Circuit based road training day in a SAFE and 

controlled environment using our own coaches with mini 

groups made up by ability.  

Included in the package is:  Return ferry crossings to and 

from Dover, guides to the hotel in St. Quentin, 2 nights 

shared accommodation on a B&B basis  (Saturday and 

Sunday), exclusive use of the Circuit du Folembray on 

Sunday with unlimited coaching from our own team.

When:  Saturday 4th to Monday 6th August 2012.

Format: Saturday – Ride to France, complete paperwork 

and be advised of your mini group and chillax.

Sunday morning – Be escorted to the circuit using the 

‘convoy system’ and receive brief from Eurotrax.  

Commence circuit based training in mini groups  (20 

minute sessions  in groups  of 4 or 5 riders each with a 

coach)

Sunday afternoon – possible ‘open pit-lane’ with 15 

minutes exclusive track time for the more cautious who 

may feel uncomfortable being on circuit with too many 

other riders.  All under the gaze and safety watch of the 

ELAM team.

End of day – return to the hotel in convoys

Evening – “Formal” Dinner (extra nominal cost).  Your 

chance to sit with fellow participants  and share stories of 

daring do and, who knows, you may be up for an award – 

anything from “Most improved Rider” to “Brown Trouser 

Moment” or shoot for the stars and go for the coveted 

“Mr (or Mrs) Smooth 2012”.

Monday - Return to Blighty.

Cost:  All this for only £259.00

What next: There is  a limit of 55 people on the trip and it 

is exclusive to ELAM until 31st March 2012, when I will 

approach other IAM groups to offer places.  

To express and interest and get your name down send an 

e-mail to folembray2012@beckett50.co.uk saying that 

you wish to attend.  You will then be sent a booking form 

and details  of how to pay the £100 deposit (the balance 

will be payable at the end of June).

What could be better than a long weekend in France 

with glorious weather, fine food and the chance to 

enjoy some safe track time?

Go on, you know you want to...

FOLEMBRAY 2012

mailto:folembray2012@beckett50.co.uk
mailto:folembray2012@beckett50.co.uk
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Its 9.30am on a Sunday morning and I've just arrived 
at Kingsland Road Fire Station to man the ELAM 
stand at the Hackney Council sponsored Bikesafe 
weekend.

The weather is  fine and sunny but the gazebos  are up 

just in case.  Sandra from Hackney council and myself  

are manning the IAM stand and are the first ones  to 

arrive along with the AA guys, and we await the 

arrival of the Bikesafe team.

First up is Sgt Paul Mostyn who pulls  up 

o n h i s  m a r k e d B M W, s h o r t l y 

followed  by PC Colin Paris and PC 

Brady Woodnick.

Paul commented on the lawlessness 

of this area due to the fact that he has 

had to stop three people on the way 

over this morning. One of them a guy 

who completely ignored a red light and did 

not want to acknowledge that he had done 

anything wrong as it was a Sunday morning!

Brady comes  over and says that I look familiar (Oh really, 

I hear you say...) but I explain that I did a Bikesafe with all 

of them back in 2003 at the Ace Cafe and eventually got 

around to doing my Advanced a few years later.

Coffees are made and we await  the punters. It seems 

that this  part of East London takes a little while to wake 

up as there only seems  to be a trickle of people, who 

seem to be only be interested in the half price CBT offer. 

I pass  on a few leaflets  to people and chat to a slightly 

over-confident scooter rider who is interested in doing 

DAS and getting a big bike.

We are then interrupted by a woman (and her 

embarrassed boyfriend) who is  clearly still very drunk 

and claims to have been partying for the last three days. 

She seems  harmless  enough and tries  flirting with Colin 

who find this  highly amusing at first, but eventually he 

politely asks her to move on.

I have brought my wife and 11 week old daughter Tarah 

along.  She seems to draw a crowd everywhere she goes 

and is very popular with the boys  in blue, who dish out 

lots of advice about fatherhood and raising children.

More CBT types  drop by and I chat to them about road 

safety and point them in the direction of the Scootersafe/

Bikesafe course which is  free, or should I say 

Hackney council pick up the tab.

I then meet a young IT chap who passed 

his  DAS 6 months ago. He is a prime 

candidate for advanced training and I 

give him the beans about ELAM.  He 

seems genuinely interested in 

joining  appears  to  like the social 

aspect of things.  He says that 

he  does  not have many friends who 

have bikes and would enjoy the social 

rides that that ELAM has to offer.  I  hope to 

see him join ELAM at some point in the future.

A short while later Dan Hurley arrives to take the 

afternoon shift. Simultaneously, more bikers  arrive and 

things start to get busier.  After saying goodbye to 

everyone, Tarah has  had enough and signals  she wants 

to go home by starting to cry.  Dan takes the reigns from 

this  point and tells me that he had some success 

assimilating  a few 

more members.

Overall it seems to 

h a v e b e e n a 

productive day and I 

hope Hackney council 

continues  to support 

these events.

 

- Jay Sally

BIKESAFE WEEKEND
- Jay Sally

“I pass on a 

few leaflets to people 

and chat to a slightly 

over-confident scooter rider 

who is interested in doing 

DAS and getting a big 

bike.”
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After two previous false starts I 

can finally claim to have led my 

first social ride, and boy did I enjoy 

it!

Ok, the weather didn’t behave itself 

perfectly, but it was dry enough for 

long enough for us to get to 

Colchester and back without getting 

too wet.

In the days leading up to the ride I 

have to confess that I was a little 

nervous.  What happens if I do 

something stupid with a Senior 

Observer behind me?  What if I lose 

somebody, or worse stil l what 

h a p p e n s i f s o m e o n e h a s a n 

accident?

Obviously all these things go through 

your mind, but the actual event is 

often less eventful than the thought 

of what might happen. Our brains 

always  tend to think the worst don’t 

they?

On the day of the ride it was an early 

start for the Chief Deputy Executive 

Sub-Editor and I.  I wanted to get to 

the rendezvous point with plenty of 

time to spare, and considering I now 

live in West London, it’s  a good trek 

around the North Circular to get to 

Ongar.  

We arrived at just after 9 and there 

were already a few people in the car 

park.  By 9.25 we had a full 

compliment of about 12 people, so it 

was time to give the ride brief.

“We are heading to Colchester.  Ride 

your own ride and take it easy, there 

are some tight bends on the ride and 

we don’t want anybody to have an 

off, especially given the greasy 

surface.  Does everyone know the 

marker system?  How many full 

members have we got, and how 

many associates?  Have I missed 

anything?”

“Who is the tail end Charlie?”

“Oh yes, any volunteers?”

Luckily I found a willing volunteer in 

XX and so we set off to Colchester, 

via Finchingfield, Sible Hedingham, 

Sudbury and Bures.  Our destination 

was a lovely cafe within a garden 

centre in the village where I grew up 

called Boxted.

I won’t bore you with all the details of 

the roads we went on, you’ll have to 

come on my next ride to get a  taste 

of those, but I will tell you what it was 

like to lead the group.

At first I was  a little nervous, it was 

like being an associate again and 

having Brian the Chair follow me 

around, assessing everything that I 

did.  This feeling soon disappeared 

though, and I was left with a sense of 

freedom which I haven’t had on other 

social rides.  When you are in the 

group you are always following 

somebody and just when you get to 

the front (or second) you have to stop 

and mark a junction.  You don’t have 

to bother with that when you are 

leading the way.

What was  also great was that I could 

adjust the route along the way if I felt 

so inclined.  Obviously the roads 

closer to my destination I know really 

RIDE REPORTS April Social Ride 
Led by Charlie Osborne

I said I’d do it, and eventually I got round to it, now I wish I had done it 
sooner and can’t wait to do it again.   What am I talking about?  Leading 
a social ride of course!!

Photos courtesy of the 
Chief Deputy Executive 

Sub-Editor
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well and so could choose to divert at 

my whim.  You can’t do that when 

you are back in the group, although 

some have taken their own route 

before, but not on purpose though!!

I also enjoyed the feeling of sharing 

these wonderful roads with fellow 

ELAMites, with people who I knew 

would enjoy them as much as  me.  

Hopefully those on the ride now have 

another wonderful set of twisties to 

tackle whenever the mood takes 

them.  This is the wonderful thing 

about social rides, you always find 

out new, interesting routes to different 

locations. And you always tend to 

meet somebody new, or get to know 

somebody a bit better.  What better 

way to spend a Sunday morning?

So, if you are a full member and 

haven’t led a social ride before, then I 

would encourage you to give it a try.  

It doesn’t really matter what the 

destination is, or indeed if you use a 

well travelled route.  They are well 

travelled because they are great 

roads.  Stop making excuses and do 

it!

- Charlie Osborne

Ride Report by Tahla Ali
ELAM ride out, Tuesday, 12 June 7:30 

PM. Over 10 motorcycles assembled 

in a  car park in Leytonstone with 

engine capacities ranging from 500 to 

1200 cc, one in particular looked like 

it just rolled out of the showroom -  

something to do with the owner who 

was retired and had lots  of time for 

bike TLC. 

Following a short briefing, engines 

were fired up and off we went:   a 

short hop up the M11 and we were 

soon away from the congestion of the 

London traffic with Mike at the helm 

of his BMW RT, we rode in pursuit. 

Although the roads were not wet they 

were still rather slippery and in places 

had strange brown smelly stuff 

decorating the tarmac, a thick black 

diagonal line on a white circle 

introduced many thrilling routes 

linking small pretty villages together.  

With tree-lined roads, challenging 

surfaces and cracking bends  plotting 

a path through the green Essex 

countryside, this was great fun!

I had the privilege and opportunity to 

o b s e r v e t h e l i n e s o f o t h e r 

experienced riders  as we made good 

progress, as always there are lessons 

in every ride for me, my rear wheel 

reminded me of the cool temperature 

and slightly slippery surfaces and the 

importance of smooth thrott le 

control.

Even though this was a Tuesday 

evening after work I felt like I was on 

holiday with great company and the 

opportunity to be out in the open air. 

We stopped at a pub around 21:30 

for drinks and a chat.

I would like to thank Mike for another 

great ride and look forward to many 

more in future - after work during the 

long evenings would be great.

-Tahla Ali

RIDE REPORTS

June Social Ride 
Led by Mike Stewardson

Every year in June, Mike leads 
an evening social ride to 
celebrate the wonderful UK 
summer, and long balmy 
evenings!!   This year was no 
exception...
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After Market Exhaust  for BMW R1200GSA

Fancy new piece of kit? Write a report and post it to me at: 

progression@elam.org.uk

PRODUCT REVIEW
by Nigel Servini

I decided to replace the stock exhaust on my 
BMW R1200GSA,  which proved a bit of a 
challenge as it is the new engine and down 
pipe configuration and there was not a lot to 
choose from. 

After a lot of consideration I whittled it down to 
two: The Yoshimura full carbon (£420) and the 
Two Brothers full carbon with a magnesium tip 
black series (£481) both of which I really liked. I 
decided on the Two Brothers exhaust as it does 
look more sexy and seems to be better 
engineered. 

So I placed the order and a week 
later a knock on the door and the 
exhaust arrived. I must admit I 
was really excited until I opened 
the box and... it was the wrong 
one (not my mistake)! So back it 
went and another one was 
delivered 2 weeks later along with a 
free t-shirt. This time the correct one 
but a crucial part was missing, not a good 
start. But it was all sorted out quickly and the love 
was restored. 

The first big thing I noticed was the difference in 
weight. The Two Brothers came in at 1.7Kg, my 
stock can is 10Kg! The other difference is the 
sound; it’s a much more throaty, deeper tone. 
Much louder and afterburn popping is awesome.  
After a few miles I did start to get a headache so it 
was in with the ear plugs and it was happy smiles 

again. I will have to order the silencer, but that’s 
an extra $35. 

The increase in bhp is up from 110 to 113, and 
torque is up from 120 to 126. These are small 
increases but you can notice the difference in the 
upper rev range. 

For the can to fit correctly they give you a bracket 
which lowers the can 2 1/2 inches and also turns 
the can out from the wheel.  This helps the 
luggage boxes to fit, but the problem is that it 

does not look right, so I made another 
bracket which just lowered it by 

about 1 inch without the turn out 
thus making the lines more 
aesthetically pleasing.

Fitting was very easy and took 
about and hour, apart for making 

new bracket.  I personally think 
it’s gorgeous, it really suit’s the bike 

and you can certainly hear me 
coming!

Build quality: 9 (Some parts were a bit cheap ) 

Accessories: 7 (It should come with silencer as 
standard)

Sound quality: 10

- Nigel Servini

“I personally think 
it’s gorgeous, it really 

suit’s the bike and you can 
certainly hear me 

coming!”

mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
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Sixty-nine per cent of motorcyclists  were cut-up by 

another road user who didn’t look properly, in the 

last six months, according to the IAM’s  latest poll. Of 

those who experienced near misses, 86 per cent 

were forced to take evasive action.

These incidents are known as SMIDSYs – ‘sorry 

mate I didn’t see you’ – which is often the reaction of 

the perpetrator when these events result in 

acc idents . Fa i lu re to look is a 

contributory factor in 29 per cent of 

serious collisions  and 36 per cent of 

slight accidents according to IAM 

research.

S e v e n t y - t h r e e p e r c e n t o f 

motorcyclists  cited the driver not 

paying enough attention as one of the 

main factors for incidents of this type.

Forty-three per cent of motorcyclists were 

involved in a near miss up to two times.

Fifty-six per cent of motorcyclists  had experienced a 

near miss with a cyclist.

Eighty-three per cent of drivers said that these 

incidents  would decrease by improving drivers’ 

awareness of motorcyclists.

IAM chief executive Simon Best said: “SMIDSY 

moments are happening far too often, and very few 

people are prepared to take responsibility for their 

part in them. It’s  always someone else’s fault. All 

road users need to be more aware of who they are 

sharing the road with, and the risks they present.

“Other road users’ intentions can often be guessed 

by their body language and position on the road, so 

ride defensively, and leave room so that if somebody 

does do something unexpected, you have time to 

deal with it."

The IAM suggests top tips for bikers for 

sharing the road:

• Always assume that other road 

users may not have seen you.

• When travelling in a straight 

line position yourself where a car 

driver would be sitting. This is 

where other road users will be 

looking.

• Give drivers time to realise you’re 

there. Don’t arrive so fast you startle the driver.

• Always leave plenty of space between yourself 

and other traffic.

• Look well ahead to avoid needing to make 

sudden changes in direction for potholes.

• Be seen. Big blocks of bright colour are better 

than broken up or patterned clothing, which 

effectively camouflages you. 

• And always make sure you have your headlight 

on.

SMIDSY STATS

The IAM has a new website dedicated for bikers

 http://www.betterbiking.org.uk/

(See how many times you can spot Claire on there!)

“SMIDSY moments 
are happening far too 

often, and very few people 
are prepared to take 

responsibility for their part 
in them.”

This IAM report makes sobering reading...

http://www.betterbiking.org.uk/
http://www.betterbiking.org.uk/
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Hi, My name is Andy Cressy - you may know me 
from the broken ankle incident from Folembray last 
year (Can I just point out that this was not done on 
the track!! - Ed).

I started riding bikes at 15 (1981) my first bike was a 
Honda Camino Moped. This bike/moped was so 
economical that it had a lever on the back that if you 
ran out of fuel you could flick it down and pedal it 
home. I had various  bikes  after this progressing up to a 
125 and took my test at 18. 

My favourite bike that I  have owned was  a CB250 T. I 
spent hours every week cleaning and polishing it.  It 
gave me a good few years of great riding and I sold it 
after three years for the same as I paid for it.

I joined ELAM for various reasons. The main one being 
that my riding was  getting me in trouble.  I found that 
when I returned from a ride it was more by luck than 
judgement. I thought that this needed addressing 
sooner rather than later. 

I found that with hard work, good coaching and a 
change of attitude I could really enjoy my riding and 
subsequently passed my IAM test in April 2011.

If money were no object I would love to spend my time 
riding between bike race meetings road and track. I 
would like to go to the North West 200 Road Race and 
the IOM TT.

My favourite biking location so far is  Somerset; lovely 
roads, lovely scenery and great pubs!

I have just booked a riding adventure.  On the 1st July, 
Sue and I are entered in the National Road Rally sunrise 
ride, we are starting at 4am and riding till 10am.

We have to complete 200 miles and pass through check 
points  along the way. We won’t be able to plan our 
route until two weeks before when we receive our map 
matrix from the organisers. So far there are 250 entries 
so we could well be passing by some of you if you want 
to support us on the day.

We are raising money for charity St Francis  Hospice and 
Mencap. If anybody would like to donate to our cause 
please follow the link. 

http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/AndyCressy

We will post details of our route and also pics from the 
day on the club forum and hopefully an article for 
Progression afterwards.

Hope to see some of you on a social ride soon or at 
Folombray in August.

- Andy

by Andy Cressy

RIDER PROFILE 1

http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/AndyCressy
http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/AndyCressy
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Current bike(s)
Honda VFR750FL - 1990.  I was 19 when this bike 
came out, and worked for a  'bike shop as a Saturday 
job. The VFR 750 was  totally groundbreaking at the 
time, with italian styling (inherited from earlier VFR 
models), and the single sided swinging arm - which 
reflected its  RC30 pedigree. I remember at the time the 
CBR600 was around 6k, the VFR was  around 9K and 
the rumour was that it was a loss-leader for Honda. The 
gear driven cams and development that went into the 
VFR models  meant that Honda lost money on every 
bike they sold. I dreamed of one then, and 20 years 
later I was able to buy one with 11,0000 miles on the 
clock for 1500 pounds.
 
Years riding
Shocked to find its  22. I passed my test a month after 
my 17th birthday and got the first of 4 CD200T's. 
Insurance on them was cheap, and 
the parallel twin with 19hp was stable, I 
used to  embarrass a lot of riders of 
bigger bikes on it. Not to mention a lot 
of sparks as metal hit the floor when 
cornering..
 
Why did I join ELAM:
All my riding I have learned by 
experience. I lived abroad for 10 years, 
and had great adventures on a GS400 twin. 
I've done rides with my (now) wife, covering 
1000kms on a ride. 
Recently, coming home after working late, I passed 
traffic to find a Nova and a BMW at the front of a 
queue.. they seemed to be playing cat and mouse.  
My assessment of the situation on overtaking them in 
the filtering lane was that I was in danger - one or both 
of these cars would see my filtering past them into the 
clear road ahead as a challenge.  
My strategy was, after overtaking, to get a clear gap of 
at least 100m before resuming my normal riding. I 
watched very carefully in my mirrors  while doing this, 
because I was  aware that from the very start, I was 
driving above the speed limit (this is a 3 lane area where 
the traffic usually travels at 65 although there is a 50 
limit). 
M y w o r s t f e a r s  w e r e r e a l i s e d , t h e B l u e 
BMW  accelerated  to catch up with me - I had never 
seen a car accelerate so quickly.  I  took my bike to the 
redline though the 3rd and 4th gear to escape. I could 
hear the car and was in fear of my life.  My plan was to 
find a car travelling at a normal speed, get in front of it, 
and slow to its  speed, to let the crazy BMW driver pass 

in the fast lane.  Almost at the moment I realised this 
plan the BMW turned on Police lights. 
 
I feel that as a  vulnerable  road user, my actions were 
not only right, but also correct, given the situation. 
I feel it is  time to validate my riding skills that I have 
gained over 20 years of motorcycling, by showing 
instructors from IAM that I am a safe and competent 
motorcyclist. I am writing this  now, to show also that 
there are lessons to be learnt. 
Had I not assumed that driving with a motorbike that 
has a performance comparable with the fastest 
performance cars would provoke them into a 
compet i t ive s i tuat ion, and my catast roph ic 
misjudgement of the situation when I passed them, the 
situation need not of happened. 
Due to my speed, it is highly likely that I may lose my 

l i c e n c e f o r a y e a r, w h i c h t o m e i s 
almost  inconceivable for me - for 20 years  I 

have ridden all year round with not so 
much as a speeding penalty. Other than 
that I am the only driver in my family, 
and my car use (in a 50bhp 1975 VW 
camper van) is mostly getting my 
teenage daughter to and from her 

activities. 
  This is  a  lesson for all my fellow 

motorcyclists. 
 

If money were no object what bike/experience 
would you have?
It is almost taunting me.. Bayliss Ducati. When they 
sold it, the highest torque/weight ratio of any bike. 
There are about 200 built. One of them has my name on 
it. In fact, all of them have my name on it... I don't know 
if I'm related to Troy Bayliss, but it is a fair bet... If I'd 
had the breaks.. who knows... 

“I feel it is time to 
validate my riding skills 

that I have gained over 20 
years of motorcycling..”

by Adam Bayliss

RIDER PROFILE 2
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HAMMER: Originally employed as a weapon of war, the 
hammer nowadays is used as  a kind of divining rod to 
locate expensive parts  not far from the object we are trying 
to hit.

MECHANIC'S KNIFE: Used to open and slice through the 
contents of cardboard cartons  delivered to your front door; 
works  particularly well on boxes containing seats  and 
motorcycle jackets.

ELECTRIC HAND DRILL: Normally used for spinning 
steel Pop rivets in their holes until you die of old age, but it 
also works great for drilling mounting holes  in bumpers 
just above the brake line that goes to the rear wheel.

PLIERS: Used to round off bolt heads.

HACKSAW: One of a  family of cutting tools built on the 
Ouija board principle. It transforms human energy into a
crooked, unpredictable motion, and the more you attempt 
to influence its course, the more dismal your future 
becomes.

VICE- GRIPS: Used to round off bolt heads. If nothing else 
is available, they can also be used to transfer intense 
welding heat to the palm of your hand.

OXY-ACETYLENE TORCH: Used almost entirely for 
lighting various  flammable objects in your garage on fire. 
Also handy for igniting the grease inside a brake drum 
you're trying to get the bearing grease out of.

WHITWORTH SOCKETS: Once used for working on older 
British cars and motorcycles, they are now used mainly for 
impersonating that 9/16 or 1/2 socket you've been 
searching for, the last 15 minutes.

DRILL PRESS: A tall upright machine useful for suddenly 
snatching flat metal bar stock out of your hands so that it 
smacks you in the chest and flings your beer across  the 
room, splattering it against that freshly painted part 
you were drying.
 
WIRE WHEEL: Cleans rust off old bolts and then throws 
them somewhere under the workbench with the speed of 
light. Also removes  fingerprint whorls  and hard-earned 
guitar calluses  in about the time it takes  you to say, 
"Ouc…."

HYDRAULIC FLOOR JACK: Used for lowering a 
motorcycle to the ground after you have installed your new 

front disk brake set-up, trapping the jack handle firmly 
under the front bumper/mudguard.

TWEEZERS: A tool for removing wood splinters.

STUD EXTRACTOR: A tool that snaps  off in bolt holes 
and is ten times harder than any known drill bit.

TWO-TON HYDRAULIC ENGINE HOIST: A handy tool for 
testing the tensile strength of ground straps and brake 
lines you may have forgotten to disconnect.

CRAFTSMAN 1/2 x 16-INCH SCREWDRIVER: A large 
motor mount prying tool that inexplicably has  an 
accurately machined screwdriver tip on the end without 
the handle.

BATTERY ELECTROLYTE TESTER: A handy tool for 
transferring sulphuric acid from a car battery to the inside 
of your tool box after determining that your battery is dead 
as a door nail, just as you thought.

TROUBLE LIGHT: The mechanic's  own tanning booth. 
Sometimes called a drop light, it is a good source of 
vitamin D, "the sunshine vitamin," which is not otherwise 
found under motorcycles at night. Health benefits  aside, 
its main purpose is to consume 40-watt light bulbs at 
about the same rate that 105-mm howitzer shells might be 
used during, say, the first few hours of the Battle of the 
Bulge. More often dark than light, its  name is somewhat 
misleading.

PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER: Normally used to stab the lids 
of old-style paper-and-tin oil cans  and splash oil on your 
shirt; can also be used, as the name implies, to round off 
Phillips  screw heads and can double as oil filter removal 
wrench by stabbing through stubborn oil filters.

AIR COMPRESSOR: A machine that takes  energy 
produced in a coal-burning power plant 200 miles away 
and transforms it into compressed air that travels  by hose 
to a Pneumatic impact wrench that grips rusty bolts last 
tightened 60 years ago by someone in Nottingham, and 
rounds them off.

PRYBAR: A tool used to crumple the metal surrounding 
that clip or bracket you needed to remove in order to 
replace a 50 pence value part.

HOSE CUTTER: A tool used to cut hoses  1/2 inch too 
short

TOOLS... 
...and their usage
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CLEANING UP

I obviously have better things to do than clean my own 
bike (too busy with Progression actually), so who do 
you go to when you want your bike to look like new? 
 
I recently bought a Triumph Sprint ST and it was  in need of 
a good clean.  The seller suggested I get in contact with a 
company called “Mo-Clean”.

I looked them up on the internet (www.mo-clean.com) 
where I could see lots of before and after pictures and get 
details of the service they offered. They market themselves 
as London’s  only professional bike wash company.  I have 
no idea if this is true, so please let the group know if you 
know of any other good people providing a similar service.

After some deliberation I decided to book a “Magic Wash”.  
I also took the opportunity to talk with the owner and 
explain that I was  the 
Editor of the East London 
Advanced Motorcycle 
g r o u p m a g a z i n e .  
Unfortunately he was not 
impressed enough to 
offer me a discount, but 
he did agree to let me 
take a few photos  and 
ask a few quest ions 
whilst he worked.  At 
least this  should ensure a 
quality service!

I booked for a Saturday 
morning a few weeks 
away.  On the day the 
owner, Mo, arrived a few 
m i n u t e s l a t e , b u t 
explained that he had 
travelled from South London.  He also explained that he 
had 3 other jobs to go to after me.  With summer just 
around the corner, he was clearly in demand.

Mo has been cleaning bikes  for 12 years and was 
accompanied by a young family member who was helping 
him for the day.  Mo travels about in a specially equipped 
van, with a pressure washer, hot water and a host of 
lotions  and potions  with which to do his  job.  He explained 
that he mixes  his  own chemicals  and was  actually in the 
process of trying to patent some of them.  

He started off by applying degreaser and then proceeded 
to scrub, wash, spray and lubricate the bike (and the 

pavement and an occasional passing member of the 
public - Mo didn’t seem to mind!).  He explained that it’s 
important to use the right chemicals otherwise you can 
cause some discoloration.  You should certainly avoid the 
car wash he said.  I presume he meant the non drive 
though ones?
Mo and his colleague worked quickly and diligently.  
Occasionally Mo would berate his young companion for 
missing some grime.  He explained that he took pride in 
his  work and that by having his own business meant he 
needed to focus on giving the customer a good 
experience.

He offers  membership where you can have the bike 
cleaned monthly at a discounted rate, and share it with a 
friend or group of friends.  Perhaps a group of ELAMites 
might be interested in forming a group?

So, how did I find the 
experience?

Overall I was pleased 
with the results.  Mo was 
friendly and certainly 
knew how to do his job.  
The bike looked shiny 
and was grease free.  
There were a few areas 
where I noticed some 
r e m a i n i n g m a r k s , 
especially on the screen, 
and I wonder if he was 
rushing a little bit in 
order to get to his  next 
customer.  I will give him 
the benefit of the doubt 
on this one.

I would use Mo again, perhaps twice a year to give the 
bike a really good once over.  If I used the bike for 
commuting I would probably use him more often, but It 
doesn’t get that dirty (except on one of Nigel’s  rides!).  I 
would certainly use him if I was selling the bike.  There is 
nothing more enticing to a potential buyer than a nice 
shiny looking bike!

- Charlie

by Charlie Osborne
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READERS’ PHOTOS

Want to contribute to ELAM?

progression@elam.org.uk

A selection of photos from 
Brian Rayner’s ride out in 
April.   Thanks to Marcin for 
the handy camera work

mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
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JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER

Sunday 1st
9:30am - 13:00pm
All Abilities Ride

Saturday 4th - Monday 6th
FOLEMBRAY!

Sunday 2nd
9:00 am - 1:00 pm 

Machine Control Day

Tuesday 3rd
7:30pm - 10:00pm

Club Night

Tuesday 14th
7:30pm - 10:00pm

Club Night

Tuesday 4th
7:30pm - 10:00pm

Club Night

Saturday 7th
9:00pm - 13:00pm

Pot Luck Ride

Wednesday 22nd
7:30pm - 9:00pm 

Committee Meeting

Thursday 6th
7:30pm - 10:00pm

Theory Night

Wednesday 18th
7:30pm - 9:00pm

Committee Meeting

Fri 31st - Sat 1st
Bikers Retreat

Wednesday 19th
7:30m - 9:00pm

Committee Meeting

Saturday 21st
9:30am - 13:00pm

Chairmans Social Ride

Thursday 20th
7:30pm - 10:00pm

Theory Night

Saturday 22nd
9:00 am - 1:00 pm 
Saturday course 

C/12 observed ride

Sunday 23rd
9:00 am - 1:00 pm 

Sunday course 
03/12 observed ride

UPCOMING EVENTS - GET INVOLVED

http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl

http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=2&year=2012&view=Event&event_id=660
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=2&year=2012&view=Event&event_id=660
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=2&year=2012&view=Event&event_id=660
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=2&year=2012&view=Event&event_id=660
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=2&year=2012&view=Event&event_id=660
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=2&year=2012&view=Event&event_id=660
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=5&view=Event&event_id=660
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=5&view=Event&event_id=660
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=2&year=2012&view=Event&event_id=660
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=2&year=2012&view=Event&event_id=660
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=2&year=2012&view=Event&event_id=660
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=2&year=2012&view=Event&event_id=660
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=6&view=Event&event_id=669
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=6&view=Event&event_id=669
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=6&view=Event&event_id=669
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=6&view=Event&event_id=669
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=6&view=Event&event_id=670
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=6&view=Event&event_id=670
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=6&view=Event&event_id=670
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl?month=6&view=Event&event_id=670
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl
http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl
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Charlie Osborne

Nigel Servini

Andy Cressy Jay Sally

Adam Bayliss Tahla Ali

ELAM would be nothing without the contributions of its members and associates.  Thanks 
to all those who contributed to ELAM and to Progression this month.  

Let’s push things forward...

CONTRIBUTORS

Want to contribute to ELAM?

progression@elam.org.uk

Yes, me.  Please make my job easier by contributing an article next time!

mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
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Venues

Club Nights - Eton Manor RFC, Nutter 
Lane, Wanstead, E11 2JA 

A great way to get to know fellow ELAMites, 
have fun and even learn something!

Starts at 19.30

Contribution of £1 towards cost of venue.

Theory Nights - St. Francis Hall, 
Hawkwood Crescent, Chingford, E4 7RS 

Mandatory training for new associates.

Starts at 19.30

Snacks and drinks available for a small 
contribution.

Machine Control Day - Northern 
Showground, North Weald Aerodrome, 
NOrth Weald, Epping, CM16 6AA 

Essential machine control techniques for new 
associates and members who need a refresh.

Starts at 9.00

Hot drinks provided by Paul Gillett for a small 
fee.
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For all associates who are advised that they are “ready for test” by their 

allocated observer, you should contact the following Senior Observers to 

arrange a Check Test.

VIEW FROM 
THE BACK

ELAM
Through its  affiliation to the 

Institute of Advanced Motorists, 

ELAM is able to offer a quick, 

simple, all inclusive package that 

provides you with everything you 

need to become an advanced 

motorcyclist.

We like to think that ELAM is 

different. That's why we all 

belong to it and why we're so 

enthusiastic about it.

We don't mind what bike you ride 

or whether you're a courier or a 

stock broker, our motto is,  

"it's not what you ride, it's the 

way you ride it that matters".

Please help support 
ELAM by contributing to 

progression

progression@elam.org.uk

Claire Beckett claire.beckett@elam.org.uk

Andrew Beckett andrew.beckett@elam.org.uk

Paul Gillett paul.gillett@elam.org.uk

Marek Wiluszynski marek.wiluszynski@elam.org.uk

Mike Stewardson mike.stewardson@elam.org.uk

POST TEST ARRANGEMENTS

mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:claire.beckett@elam.org.uk
mailto:claire.beckett@elam.org.uk
mailto:claire.beckett@elam.org.uk
mailto:claire.beckett@elam.org.uk
mailto:paul.gillett@elam.org.uk
mailto:paul.gillett@elam.org.uk
mailto:Marek.Wiluszynski@elam.org.uk
mailto:Marek.Wiluszynski@elam.org.uk
mailto:Mike.Stewardson@elam.org.uk
mailto:Mike.Stewardson@elam.org.uk

